
PureClean is sodium hydroxide, a highly powerful all-natural alkaline 

water surface cleaner. PureSan is hypochlorous acid (HOCl), the 

same thing your body produces in response to an infection.

These two solutions are safer, and most importantly, infinitely more 

powerful than the harmful chemicals commonly used as cleaning 

agents today.

Viking Pure’s patented technology produces HOCl without salt, 

making it safe for broad application in commercial and residential 

environments. And with onsite generation of the solutions, our 

partners can create them on demand and never run out.

Electrostatic sprayer technology works by sending a positive 

electric charge through the sanitizing solution, causing it to 

be attracted to negatively charged surfaces like two poles of 

a magnet. This technology removes the liability of human 

error from the sanitizing process.

Viking Pure Solutions uses electrolyzed 
water, or e-water, technology to create two  
solutions: PureClean and PureSan.

Surfaces that may have been missed by manual cleaning or 

even hidden from plain sight are misted by the e-sprayer 

automatically. The process ensures that any contaminated 

areas are sanitizined and all pathogens destroyed. This 

technology is invaluable in preventing the spread of germs, 

illness and disease.

Safer and stronger than bleach. 

A new standard of purity.

Charged particles are 
attracted to surfaces

Solution reaches and 
wraps around surfaces

Each surface is uniformly 
coated with solution
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•   FLU
•   Norovirus
•   Rhinovirus
•   MRSA
•   HIV
•   All known bacteria, superbugs, fungus

HOCl kills either on 
contact or in seconds:

•   Industrial and commercial facilities
•   Gyms, schools and religious institutions
•   Stadiums and athletic arenas
•   Any environment in which people congregate and can 

become a breeding-ground for germs and bacteria

Industries include:

Viking Pure’s patented-HOCl leaves NO POTENTIAL for adaptive resistance.

Viking Pure Solutions uses a specific HOCl that is:

Ability for 100% Coverage
(Electrostatic Spraying)

Toxicity

Hypochlorous 
Acid

Chlorine 
Bleach

Hydrogen 
Peroxide

Quaternary 
Ammonium

Safer and stronger than ANY traditional 

cleaning chemicals

Non-corrosive to sensitive equipment

Meets the strength/efficacy requirements 

for sanitizing hospitals.

All natural and green certified

Isopropyl 
Alcohol Ammonia

Can be used on 
packages and food

All Natural

Time to kill virus

The chemicals that our society has come to rely on are harmful to our health, our wallet and our planet. Viking Pure Solutions offers a better 

way. Give your patrons and employees the comfort of working in a sterile, safe environment. Protect your people, protect your business.
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Effectivness at Killing Viruses, 
Bacteria, Prion, Super Bugs

Safer and stronger than bleach. 

A new standard of purity.


